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Abstract 
A local reflection T: hl + 121, Af a closed and connected manifold, is an involution with a 
two-sided fixed point submanifold F (in particular, nonempty). We show that /&o(F) < g(kJ) + I, 
g(A4) the genus of hl (Cornea, 1989). We also show that /&(N - F) < 2. If @“(hi - F) = 2 
we call T a reflection. In this case we prove that T is conjugate to the reflection that exchanges 
the two copies of M/T in nr/r = Al/r Ua Al/r,. In particular, A1 is a double. Further results 
are obtained. These involutions arise in Dynamical Systems (Roberts and Quispel, 1986; Teixeira, 
1997). 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
By definition, a local reflection on a closed and connected manifold is an involution 
T : AI + M with a two-sided, fixed point submanifold F (in particular, F # 0). In this 
situation, we show that Do(F) < g(M) + 1, !&o(~~ - F) < 2. where y(M) is the genus 
of nr [3]. 
A local reflection T : M + Al for which Poh(M - 8’) = 2 is called a reflection. In this 
situation, we prove that T is conjugate to the reflection that exchanges the two copies 
of M/r in M/T Ua M/r. In particular, M is a double. If M/r is orientable we show 
that M is orientable. In addition, for orientable n/l, we prove that a local reflection T is 
a reflection if and only if M/T is orientable. Also, if /30(F) = y(M) + 1, F the fixed 
point submanifold of a local reflection r : M 4 M, we conclude that r is a reflection. 
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In particular, as g(M) 6 pi(M), if PI (M) = 0, a local reflection on M is a reflection. 
For instance, ,Si (M) = 0 if M is @pn, HP” or a rational homology sphere. 
We study local reflections on closed surfaces M2. We show that for a rational homology 
sphere &I”, if M3 admits a reflection T then, M3 must have the form C”#C”, C3 a rational 
three-dimensional homology sphere. In particular, /7ri M31 = 0 or m. As a result, if M3 
is the Poincare sphere or a lens space [l 1, Chapter 91 M3 admits no reflections. We 
show that the fixed point set of a reflection on T3 must have two components and we 
construct a local reflection on T” with a connected fixed point set. We prove that a closed 
and connected manifold with odd Euler characteristic admits no reflections. We show via 
Smith theory [ 1, Chapter 31 that if M is a closed, connected and orientable manifold 
such that its rational cohomology ring H(M; Q) is a truncated polynomial algebra on 
a single even dimensional generator then M admits no reflections. In particular, CP” 
and WPn admits no reflections. This result is not too particular, because Sullivan’s 
results [ 131 imply that the rational cohomology ring of a triangulated space is the tensor 
product of polynomial algebras on even dimensional generators with exterior algebras 
on odd dimensional generators. In addition, the polynomial algebras are truncated if the 
triangulation is finite. 
Using surgery [15], we describe the fixed point set of a reflection on S” and provide 
criteria for two reflections of S” be conjugate (these results are obtained in the topological 
category and in the piecewise-linear category with a dimension restriction). 
This work was motivated by the following question of M. Teixeira. Let M2 be a closed, 
connected and orientable smooth surface. Let r : M* + M* be a smooth involution with 
fixed point set Fix(r) a disjoint union of k > 0 circles. What is the relationship between 
k and s(A4) (the surface genus of M’)? We fully answer this question. 
The meaning of the question is the following: Let Mm be a closed and connected 
smooth manifold. Let X : M --j TM be a smooth vector field on hf. Let T : M + M be 
a smooth involution. The field is r-reversible if and only if r* o X = -X o T. Assuming 
that Fix(r) is a two-sided submanifold of M, Fix(r) plays an important role in the 
description of the phase portrait of X. For further information on this subject see [10,14]. 
We thank M. Teixeira for asking the above question and for helpful discussions. 
2. Preliminaries 
We work with the differential (DIFF), piecewise-linear (PL) and topological (TOP) 
categories (CAT). If CAT is omitted we mean TOP 
Let M” be a closed and connected CAT manifold. Let G be a compact Lie group. 
An action p : G x M + M is semifree if and only if p is free off the fixed point set 
Fix(p) = {z E M 1 p(g,z) = 5, b’g E G}. The action p is a CAT action if and only if 
p is a CAT map and Fix(p) is a CAT submanifold that possesses an equivariant normal 
bundle I/. 
For G = ‘&, p is necessarily semifree. If M is a DIFF manifold and p : G x M + M 
is semifree, then p is a DIFF action if p is a DIFF map [ 1, Chapter 21. 
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We observe that if p: G x MnL + Mm is a semifree, nontrivial CAT action and 
dim Fix(p) = m - 1, then G 2 Zz. The reason is the following: If S(Y) is the total space 
of the sphere bundle associated to V, denote by p : S(Y) + Fix(p) the bundle projection. 
Then, for z E Fix(p), P-‘(X) z So and G acts freely on p-‘(x). So, G g &. 
Let p : & x hl” + &r”l be a CAT action. Define T: Al + Ai’ by r(x) = p( 1, x), 
I E Z*, x E Ad. Then, r is an involution, that is r2 = id. Notice that T determines p and 
Fix(r) = {X E A4 / T-(X) = cc} = Fix(p). In addition, Fix(r) possesses an equivariant 
normal bundle which is the equivariant normal bundle L/ with respect to p. If F = Fix(r) 
is two-sided, then v is trivial. If A4 is orientable, then a closed tubular neighborhood 
of F, T, will be orientable. If, in addition, F is two-sided, T E F x I and so F is 
orientable. 
A CAT local reflection r : AP + AP, on a closed and connected CAT manifold M 
is a CAT involution with Fix(r) two-sided (dimFix = m - 1 and its normal bundle 
is trivial). 
Let M as before. The genus of M, g(M) [3], is the maximal number of closed, 
connected and two-sided submanifolds which do not disconnect M. The genus of a group 
7r, y(rr) [3], is th e b. iggest nonnegative integer g for which there is an epimorphism 7r + 
Fg, I$ the free group on g generators. We have: g(M) = g(7r1 (A4)) [3]. In particular, the 
abelianization epimorphism rrl (Al) 4 HI (Al) implies that g(M) < 41 (M). In addition, 
g(n) = 0 if 7r is finite and g(T) = 1 if rr is a finitely generated infinite and abelian group. 
3. Basic properties of local reflections 
Lemma 3.1. Let Mm be a closed and connected CAT manifold. Let r : M + M be a 
CAT local rejlection. Then, r is orientation reversing. 
We remark that for nonorientable manifolds, orientation is to be understood as twisted 
orientation. 
Proof. Let z. t Fix(r). Then, there is a neighborhood N of 20 and a CAT homeomor- 
phism h : P-’ x D’ + N such that (h-‘rh)(z, y) = (x, -y), (x, y) E D”-’ x D’. 
It follows that 1.1; : &+i is orientation reversing. As M is connected, the conclusion 
follows. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let M” be a closed and connected CAT manifold. Let r : A4 + M be a 
CAT local rejection on M. Then, 
(4 D&+(r)) 6 s(hI) + 1, 
(b) &(hl - Fix(r)) < 2. 
Proof. (a) Set Ic = /&(Fix(r)). If k = 1, there is nothing to prove. If k > 1 write 
Fix(r) = JJ,“=, Fi. u denotes the disjoint union and Fi, i = 1,. . ) k, are the connected 
components of Fix(r). 
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Let T, be a closed equivariant tubular neighborhood of F, . Then, there is a CAT home- 
omorphism h : (T, , F,) ---f (F, x D’, F, x (0)). In addition (hrh-‘)(z, y) = (2, -y), 
(x,~J) E F, x II’. 
M/T is a compact, connected CAT manifold with boundary Fix(r). The quotient map 
7r : M -+ M/r restricts to a two-fold cover 
nlM_ri,(,) : M - Fix(r) + int M/r. 
Choose 21 E ?t -F,. Let ~0 E M - Fix(r). As int M/r is connected, there is a 
path y : I + int M/r with y(O) = T(Q), y( 1) = ~(21). Let r : I + M - Fix(r) be a 
lift of y such that y(O) = ZO. We have: y(l) = 51 or T(ZI). As T, n JJf=, F, = 8 and 
~1, T-(X,) E $1 -F, we have: There is a path in M - JJ,“=, Fi joining 20, 21. It follows 
that M - JJ,“=, F, is connected. Hence g(M) 3 k - 1. 
(b) Let MO = M - uf=, F,, k as in (a). Then, M - Fix(r) = MC, - F,. We have: 
Hi(Mo,Mo - F,;&) %&(T,,T, -F,;&) = H,(T,,aT,;&) 
SI&_~(T,;&) ” H,_i(F,;Z2) Vi, T, 
as in (a). 
The exact sequence of the pair gives 
H,(Mo; MO - F,;Zz) + Ho(Mo, -F,;&) + ffo(Mo;&). 
As H,(Mo, MO - F,;&) E Hm_,(Fi;&) ” &. Po(M - Fix(r)) 6 2. 0 
Example 3.3. S” = {(z, t) E IP x IR 1 11~11~ + ltl2 = I}. Define r,p: S” -+ S” by 
r(z, t) = (2, -t), (~(5, t) = (-z; -t), (x, t) E S”. We have: T is a DIFF local reflection 
with /3o(S” - Fix(r)) = 2. Forming the equivariant connected sum at free points of r 
with cp gives for rz > 1 a DIFF local reflection r#cp: S’ x Sn-’ + S’ x S”-’ such that 
@o(M - Fix(r#cp)) = 1. 
Given a closed and connected CAT manifold M”, a CAT local reflection T : M + M is 
called a reflection if and only if @o(M - Fix(r)) = 2. If for a local reflection r : M + M, 
,&(Fix(r)) = g(M) + 1, then by the definition of genus of manifolds it follows that 
Fix(r) disconnects M. Conclusion: r is a reflection. In particular as g(M) < PI (M), if 
/3, (M) = 0 then a local reflection r : M + M is a reflection. This is so for CP, WP 
or a rational homology sphere. 
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a closed and connected CAT manifold. Let r : M + M be a 
CAT rejlection on M. Then, there is a CAT homeomorphism 
h:M+G/r=M/rUaM/r 
(the double of M/ r, a CAT_manifold with boundary Fix(r)) such that hrh-’ exchanges 
the two copies of M/r in M/r. In particulal; M is orientable if and only if M/r is. 
From this theorem, it follows that a closed and connected CAT manifold admits a CAT 
reflection if and only if it is CAT homeomorphic to a CAT double. 
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Proof. Let A, B be the connected components of M - Fix(r). Then, r(A) = A or B. 
Let r’* : Ho(A u B; Q) + Ho{_4 u B; Q) be the homomorphism induced by 7’. By Smith 
theory 
ker( 1 - T,) 2 &(int M/r;Q) ” Q. 
As a result r(A) = B because r(A) = A would imply ker( 1 ~~ r,) ” Q @ Q a con- 
tradiction. In M, 2 = AUFix(r). ?? = BUFix(r). As Fix(r) is a CAT submanifold of 
M; A, B are CAT manifolds. As r(A) = B, 7r’jil : A + M/r is a CAT homeomorphism, 
7r : M + AI/r the quotient map. Similarly for B. Let h = ~‘/;i. U rig: AI 4 &G/T. Then, 
1~ is a CAT homeomorphism and h7.V’ exchanges the two copies of M/r in ,G/r. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let iWrL be a closed and connected CAT manifold. Let r’ : M + Al be 
u CAT local rejection. 
(a) If M/r is orientuble then M is orientable. 
(b) rf‘ AI is orientable, then r is a rejection if and only if M/r is orientable. 
Proof. (a) Let F = Fix(r). As F = aM/r it follows that F is orientable. Let q = 
T~T(~[_~ : Ai - F + int M/T. Note that q is a covering map. It follows that 
tit(M - F) = q*wi(int _&I/r). 
where wl () denotes the first Stiefel-Whitney class. As int M/r is orientable, WI (int M/r) 
= 0. Thus, wl(M - F) = 0. It follows that Ad - F is orientable. Let T be a closed 
tubular neighborhood of F. Then Al- $ is orientable. a(n1- ?) = aT consists of two 
copies of F; F+, F_ such that r(F+) = F_. As T is orientation reversing, we conclude 
that M = (fil- $) U T is orientable. 
(b) By Theorem 3.4 if r is a reflection z/r is orientable, so M/r is orientable. 
Now, suppose that M/r is orientable. Assume by contradiction that T is not a reflection. 
Let F = Fix(r). By Smith theory 
ker( 1 - r’* : H,,(M, F; Q) + H,,, (M, F; Q)) 2 Q. 
It follows that H,,,(M. F) y 0. Let T be a closed tubular neighborhood of F. As 
nl- $ is a compact, connected manifold with boundary aT, we have: H,(M, F) Z 
H,,,(M,T) ” H,,,(h/r- +. C3T) ” Z or 0. It follows that H,(M, F) ” Z and 
r, : H,,, (M, F) + HTn (M. F) is id. We have a commutative diagram of homomorphisms 
O-H,(M)- Hm (Al. F) -H,,,-I(F) 
1 
r-=-Id 
I 
T,=ld 
1 
v, =Id 
o-fJ,rL(q - ffm(~~> F) -&-I(F). 
where the rows come from the exact sequence of the pair (M, F). It follows that 
H,,,(M) E 0, absurd. Thus, AI- $ is not connected and so r is a reflection. 0 
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4. Local reflections on low dimensional manifolds 
Example 4.1. Let M” = S’. Then g(M) = 1. If r : S’ + 5” is a CAT local reflection 
then ,&(Fix(r)) < 2. If Pu(Fix(r)) = 2 then r is necessarily a reflection. Example 3.3 
provides such a reflection. Now, if r : S’ --) S’ is a local reflection with Fix(r) = pt, 
then r is a free involution on S’ -pt M R. Thus, if X() denotes the Euler characteristic, 
1 = X(S’ - it) = 2X((S’ - pt)/r) by Smith theory, absurd. Conclusion: such a local 
reflection cannot exist. 
Denote by Z+ the positive integers. We note that a closed surface can always be 
smoothed. However, the boundary of a cube is not a smooth surface. Thus, we work 
with CAT not necessarily DIFF, below. 
Proposition 4.2. Let M2 be a closed and connected CAT su$uce with surface genus 
s(M). If M* admits a CAT local reflection r : M2 + Al* then 
(a) /$(Fix(r)) # s(M2) mod 2, if M is orientable and r is a reJection. 
(b) s(M2) = 0 mod 2, if M is nonorientuble. 
Conversely ifk E Z+ is such that k < g(M) + 1 and 
(c) k # s(M) mod 2 for M orientable, or 
(d) s(M*) = 0 mod 2 for M nonorientable, 
then M admits a CAT rejection r : M2 + M2 such that /&(Fix(r)) = Ic. 
Proof. (a), (b) By Proposition 3.5, if M is orientable and r is a reflection then M/r 
is orientable. In addition, if M is nonorientable then M/r is nonorientable as well. Set 
k: = @a(F), F = Fix(r), 
u=fini. Di KZ D* V’i. 
2=I 
Let h : aD 4 F be a CAT homeomorphism. Let N = D Uh M/r. N is orientable if and 
only if M/r is. The Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence gives 
X(N) + X(aD) = X(D) + X(M/r). 
Smith theory gives 
X(M - F) = 2X(int M/r). 
Let T be a closed tubular neighborhood of F in M. Then, M = (M- ?) U T. The 
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence gives 
X(M) + X(3T) = X(M- ?‘) +X(T). 
As X(S’) = 0, X(D2) = 1, we have 
X(N) = X(M/r) + k, 
X(M - F) = 2X(M/r), 
X(M) = X(M - F). 
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It follows that 
X(M) = 2(X(N) - k). 
X(X) = 
i 
2 - 2s(X), X orientable, 
2 - s(X). X nonorientable. 
X a closed and connected surface (.9(X) = s(X) for X orientable and [s(X)/21 other- 
wise [3]). We have, 
s(M) = 
{ 
x: + (24N) - 1). Al orientable and r a reflection, 
2(s(N) + 2k: - l), M nonorientable, 
Parts (a), (b) follow. 
To prove (c), (d), let N be a closed and connected CAT surface which is orientable if 
and only if M is and such that its surface genus s(N) satisfies the identities above. The 
conditions (c), (d) imply that N is well-defined. Remove from N the interior of k disjoint 
disks DI. , Dk obtaining No. The same computations of before imply X(M) = X(firr). 
It follows that M is CAT homeomorphic to firs. So, Al admits a CAT reflection r : Al + 
Al with @a(Fix(,f.)) = k. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Let M2 be a closed, connected and orientable CAT surface. Let k E Z+ 
be such that k < s(M) + 1. Then, there is a CAT local rejection r : AT + M with 
na(Fix(r)) = k. 
Proof. If I; # s(M) mod 2 the above proposition provides the required local reflection. 
If k = s(M) mod 2, it follows that s(M) > 0. In addition, k < s(M)+l. We have: A1 
is CAT homeomorphic to T,, where s = s(M) and Tg is the standard orientable surface 
of genus 9. By the previous proposition, there is a DIFF reflection r : r5_ 1 + rrl,_ 1 such 
that ,!&(Fix(r)) = k. Let 9: S2 + S2 be the free DIFF involution given by p(r) = --.r, 
Y E S2. Form the equivariant connected sum of T and ‘p, r#p at free points. 
The domain of r#y is CAT homeomorphic to T,. So, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that it is T,. In addition, k!u(Fix(r#p)) = k. Let h: T, + M be a CAT 
homeomorphism. Then, h(r#p) h ~ ’ : A1 + Al is a CAT local reflection and its fixed set 
has k components. 0 
Proposition 4.4. Let M” be a CAT rational homology sphere. Assume that M3 admits 
a CAT reflection r : M3 + M’. Then, Al” is CAT homeomorphic to C3#C3, C’ a CAT 
rational homology sphere. In particular 1~1 M / = 0 or x. 
From this proposition, it follows that if M’ is the Poincare sphere or a lens space, 
then 1213 admits no reflections. 
Proof. By Smith theory it follows that H, (M”/r; Q) ” H, ( D3; Q). By Lefschetz du- 
ality 
H, (Fix(r); Q) ” H,(S’; Q). 
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It follows that Fix(r) is CAT homeomorphic to S’. Take a CAT homeomorphism h : S* + 
Fix(r) and set C3 = D3 UI, M3/r. The proposition follows. 0 
Example 4.5. T3 = S’ x S’ x S’. As g(T3) = 1, if r : T3 --t T3 is a CAT reflection then 
&(Fix(r)) < 2. I n a dd’t’ 1 ion, if ,&,(Fix(r)) = 2, then T is a reflection. Let ri : 5” + S’ 
be the DIFF reflection provided by Example 3.3. Then T = ri x ids] X~l is a DIFF 
reflection on T” with &(Fix(r)) = 2. By Corollary 4.3 there is a DIFF local reflection 
r;l : S’ x S1 + S’ x S’ such that Pu(Fix(TZ)) = 1. It follows that r = ids] x 7’2 is a 
DIFF local reflection on T” with /&(Fix(T)) = 1. 
Now, assume by contradiction the existence of a reflection T: T3 + T” such that 
/&,(Fix(r)) = 1. Let F = Fix(r). Let N be a closed tubular neighborhood of F in T3. 
H, (T”, F; Q) ” H, (N, aN; Q) ” H2(N; Q) ” &(F; Q) ” Q. 
By the commutative diagram with exact rows 
HI (R Q) -HI (T3; Q) -H,(T3,F;Q)-0 
Id 
I 
l‘r 
1 1 
HI (R Q> - Hi (T”; Q) -H, (T’, F; Q) -0 
together with the fact that T, is orientation reversing, we can choose a basis a~, ~2, a3 
of H’(T3;Q) such that r*(ai) = -al, ~*(a*) = ~2, I* = ~3. 
The cohomology ring structure of H* (T3; Q) implies that 
{Ui... %L 1% <...<A 
is a basis for Hi(T3; Q) with (i) elements. It follows that 
r*(aj, . ..a&) = 
{ 
-uj, “‘Uj, if ji = 1, 
a3, . . . aI. if j, > 1. 
As rt is dual to r* we have for 0 < 1: < 3 
i 
dimker(1 +r,:Hi(T3;Q) --f H,(T”;Q)) = (i?,), 
dimker(1 - r*: Hi(T”;Q) + Hi(T”;Q)) = (5). 
Therefore, by Smith theory ,&(T3/r) = (f), i = 1,2. 
Now, the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for (T3/r, T”/r) implies that 
X(F) = X(F) + X(T3) = 2X(T3/r9 = 2(1 - 2 + 1) = 0. 
Therefore F zz T2. 
The exact sequence of the pair (T3/r, F) with coefficients in Q is 
O+Q+Q+Q+Q2+Q3-Q*+Q+Q+Q+O. 
The Euler characteristic of the above exact sequence is 1, absurd. Conclusion: If T : T3 + 
T3 is a reflection then /-&(Fix(r)) = 2. 
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5. Reflections, homology and cohomology 
Proposition 5.1. Let AJ”’ be a closed und connected CAT marCfold. Let r : !1f 4 111 be 
a CAT rejection, then 
{ 
Y(Fix(r)) + X(Al/r, Fix(r)) = X (Al/r). 
X(Fix(TI)) + X(Al) = 2X(Al/r). 
Proof. Use Theorem 3.4 together with the exact sequence of the pair and the Mayer- 
Vietoris exact sequence. 0 
Corollary 5.2. Let Mm be a closed and connected manifold. If Alrn admits a reflection 
T : M 4 AI, then X(Mm) is even. 
In particular; even dimensional projective spaces IRP”“, n E Z+. admit no reflections. 
Proof. As Fix(r) is a boundary, by Poincare duality X(Fix(r)) is even. By the above 
proposition, the corollary follows. 0 
We observe that if F = CIIV, IV a compact and connected CAT manifold, set Al = i;i‘-. 
Let sr : M + M be the CAT reflection that exchanges the two copies of W in Al. Then 
F = Fix(r). Af is orientable if and only if II’ is. 
In what follows we will denote the boundary connected sum by #a. 
Remark 5.3. Let Afy, Af? be closed and connected CAT manifolds. Let Sri : MT, + AI,, 
i = 1~ 2, be CAT reflections. Then, ri x id&f?, idnIl x r2 : A41 x A12 + 1241 x A12 are CAT 
reflections with Fix(rl x idAI,) = Fix(rl) x All, Fix(idnr, x Q) = Al, x Fix(rz). Write 
Al, = -V,+ Ua W,, IV,’ compact and connected CAT manifolds with a@ = alv,- and 
ri(!V;-) = IV,?, i = 1.2. Let 
A/1 is CAT homeomorphic to Afl#Af2. As 
(I.i#aQ)(N;#aNT) = NF#aN:. 
it is possible to define on A,1 a CAT reflection r : Al 4 Al such that 
ijo(Fix(r)) = /&(Fix(ri)) + &(Fix(rZ)) - 1. 
Proposition 5.4. Let M’” be S” or the connected sum of generalized tori S” x SJ, 
i + j = rr~, ‘rn, 3 3. Then, for any k E Z+, k < {/(Arm) + 1, there is a DIFF rejlection 
r : AY”’ + Al- such that j/jg(Fix(r)) = k. 
Proof. Just use Remark 5.3 and Example 3.3. 0 
Proposition 5.5. Let M” be a closed and connected manifold. Assume that H(M; Q) 
is a truncated polynomial algebra on a single generator Then, M admits no reJections. 
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Proof. For simplicity we will assume M = CP”, n E Z+. By contradiction assume 
the existence of a reflection r : CT’” + CP”. Let a E H2(WlL; Q) be a generator. 
Then, a3 E H2j(Wn. Q) 1s a generator, j = 1,2,. . . , 7~. Let r* : H*(CP”; Q) + 
H* (CP”; Q) be the map induced by T. Then, r* (u) = *a. Therefore T* (a”) = (III l)nun. 
As r is orientation reversing, n must be odd and the sign -. SO, T* (u”) = (- l)juj E 
H2j(Wn; Q), j = 1,2: , n. Thus, for r* : H*j(CP; Q) + H*J (CY’“; Q) ” Q, -1 
is the only eigenvalue for j odd and + 1 is the only eigenvalue for j even, j = 1: 2, . : n. 
As r* is dual to r* : Hz3 (CP”; Q) t Hzj(@pn; Q), the same result holds for r*, j = 
1,2, . , n. Now, by Smith theory it follows that 
Hi(@Pn/r;Q) N ker(1 - rt : Hi(@P”;Q) + Hi(@P”;Q)), 0 < i < 2n. 
Conclusion, 
H,(@P/r;Q) ” 
C 
Q, i = 0 mod 4, 0 < i < 2n; 
o 
, 
By Lefschetz duality 
Hi (CP”/r, Fix(r); Q) 
i # 0 mod 4, 0 < i < 2n. 
_ Q, 
={ 
i = 0 mod 4, 0 < i < 2n, 
0, i # 0 mod 4, 0 < i < 2n. 
The exact sequence of the pair (@P”/r, Fix(r)) with Q coefficients gives H,(Fix(r); Q) ” 
0. Now, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (@P”/r, Wn/r) with Q coefficients implies 
the absurd H2(Wn; Q) E 0. Thus, M admits no reflections. 0 
Let L be a homotopy lens space [ 151. CAT = DIFF, PL or TOP. If Irrt LI contains a 
prime factor p bigger than 2, then arguing as above with Z, instead of Q, it follows that 
L admits no reflections. 
6. Reflections and homology spheres 
Let C” be a CAT homology sphere, n E Z+. Let r : En + C” be a CAT reflection. 
As g(Cn) = 0, Theorem 3.2 implies @e(Fix(r)) = 1. However, much more can be said. 
Proposition 6.1. Let C” be a CAT homology sphere. Let r : C” 4 C” be a CAT 
rejection. Then P/r is a homology disk and Fix(r) is a homology sphere. 
Proof. By Smith theory Fix(r) is a mod 2 homology sphere. The Mayer-Vietoris exact 
sequence for (En/r, En/r) with mod 2 coefficients implies that En/r is a mod 2 
homology disk. 
Let F = Q or Z,, p an odd prime. If r* : HI (C”; IF) + HI (27; IF) is the map induced 
by r, Smith theory gives that 
0 E Hl(C”;IF) > ker(1 - r*) E HI (C”/r;lF) 
It follows that HI (P/r; IF) ” 0. Similarly, Hi(P/r; IF) 2 0, i > 0. The universal 
coefficients formula, implies that Hi(P/r) S 0, i > 0. Thus, En/r is a CAT homology 
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disk. Lefschetz duality together with the exact sequence of the pair (En/r. Fix(r)) implies 
that Fix(r) is CAT homology sphere. 0 
Example 6.2. Let rr be a finitely presented group with H’ (T) ” HZ(T) ” 0. Let C”- ’ . 
n, 3 7 be a Newman sphere with rr’ (C”-‘) = rr [5]. Then, there is a PL homology disk 
1%’ with dMi = CT”-’ and such that the inclusion C”~’ c W induces an isomorphism of 
fundamental groups. By the Seifert Van Kanpz’s theorem rr’(@) ” rr. By the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence for (WJJ’) it follows that II/ is a PJ hom_ology sphere. Exchanging 
the two copies of W in W defines a PL reflection T : W + W with Fix(r) = C”-’ . 
Example 6.3. Let Cn, n 3 6 be a DIFF homotopy sphere and r : C’” + C7’ be a 
DIFF reflection with Fix(r) a homotopy sphere. Removing an open disk from int C”/r 
provides a DIFF h-cobordism between Fix(r) and S’“-‘. By the DIFF h-cobordism 
theorem [9], it follows that Fix(r) is diffeomorphic to S”-‘. It follows that C’” is the 
connected sum of two homotopy spheres C;l, CF. Homotopy spheres of dimension ‘r>, 
up to diffeomorphism form a group under connected sum 8, [7]. 07 Z &s [7]. If C’ 
represents the generator of 07, C’ does not admit a reflection as above. 
Proposition 6.4. Let C+-] be a CAT homology sphere, n > 0. Ij 
(a) n = l(2.3 and CAT = DIFF, PL, TOP, or 
(b) n, 3 5 and CAT = PL, TOP, or 
(c) n, = 4 and CAT = TOP, 
then, there is a CAT rejection r : 5”” --) S’” with Fix(r) CAT homeomorphic to C”-‘. 
Proof. (a) If n, = 1.2,3 choose a CAT homeomorphism C”-’ 4 ST”-’ and use Exam- 
ple 5.4 to obtain the conclusion. 
(b) By [6] (the arguments presented there work for CAT = TOP) C”-’ bounds a CAT 
manifold W” which is contractible. Let r : @ --7‘ @ be the reflection that exchanges the 
two copies of U’ in @. As @ is a homotopy sphere, by the h-cobordism theorem [9,12,8] 
it follows that there is a CAT homeomorphism h : S” + @. Let s = hrh-’ : 5’” 4 5’“. 
Then, s is a reflection and Fix(s) is CAT homeomorphic to C”-‘. 
(c) By [4], it is possible to use the arguments of [6] to conclude that C3 bounds 
a contractible manifold W. Now, argue as in (b) using the h-cobordism theorem in 
dimension 4 for CAT = TOP [4,8]. 0 
Proposition 6.5. Let ~1.73 : S” + S’” be CAT rejlections with Fix(r’) CAT homeomor- 
phic to Fix(r2) and ~1 (P/q) ” ~1 (S7’/r2) 2 0. If 
(a) n = 1,2,3 and CAT = DIFF, PL. TOP, or 
(b) 7~ 3 5 and CAT = PL, TOP, or 
(c) IL = 4 and CAT = TOP, 
then 1.1 is CAT conjugate to r?. 
Proof. (a) In this case C”-’ is CAT homeomorphic to S”-‘. Now, the Schijnflies the- 
orem [ 1 1, p. 341 finishes the proof in this case. 
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(b) Write S” = @i = @z where dlVi = Fix(ri) = Ct, aIV2 = Fix(r2) = &. Extend 
a CAT homeomorphism CZ + Ci to a simple homotopy equivalence h : IV2 + Wt. 
Thus, (IV,, h) is a simple CAT smoothing of Wi [ 151. In symbols (IV,, h) E S( WI , a). 
The surgery exact sequence [15], gives 
+ L,+i(O) 5 S(lV,;d) + [W,/C,;G/CAT] 5 L,(O). 
For Wi = Dn, IS(D”; a)1 = 1. It follows that 0 is an isomorphism in this case. As 
WI /Cl M S”, 6’ is an isomorphism in all cases. As CAT = PL, TOP, by connected sum 
with a Milnor or Kervaire manifold [ 1.51, we conclude that the action of c on S( WI, a) is 
trivial. Conclusion: lS( WI ; a) 1 = 1. Th us, after a homotopy if necessary, we can assume 
that h is a CAT homeomorphism. Part (b) follows. 
(c) Argue as in (b) using Freedman’s results [4]. 0 
7. Concluding remarks 
Cappell’s splitting theorems [2] provide homotopy theoretic criteria for a closed and 
connected CAT manifold M” be of the form W, Ua W,, where WI, W2 are simple ho- 
motopy equivalent manifolds with 3 WI = C3 Wz connected and nonvoid. In this situation, 
one can use surgery [ 151 to decide whether WI is CAT homeomorphic to W2. If so, then 
M” is CAT homeomorphic to a manifold which admits a CAT reflection with connected 
fixed point set. Since it would be artificial to work with reflections with a connected fixed 
point set, we propose the following problem for the reader: Extend Cappell’s splitting 
theorems. so that one can work with disconnected submanifolds. 
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